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In the 1960s and 1970s, John Deere’s tractors evolved
dramatically from small machines into large, powerful
tractors with modern advances and muscular engines; it
was a period of the greatest changes since the 1920s.
Deere christened these tractors the New Generation.
This book in the Tractor Legacy series examines these
Big Green machines in detail, with archival and current
photography of restored tractors, a thorough historical
text, and details of model specifications and variations.
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A celebration of the American farming icon, with a
wealth of photos and info, as well as early
advertising, historical images, and a look at new
technologies.
Following the rating system generally established
among car collectors, this comprehensive value
guide provides the values, in five degrees of
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condition, of antique American farm tractors and
crawlers built from the turn of the century through the
1950s. Each chapter is devoted to one of the
period's major manufacturers -- John Deere, Farmall,
Caterpillar, Oliver, Minneapolis-Moline, Ford, and
more -- and the values listed are based on prices
actually realized at auction. In addition, two expert
collectors compare their notes on each model, while
the expert photography of Randy Leffingwell depicts
the tractors and crawlers discussed.
Text and photographs present a history of John Deere
tractors.
For a century, John Deere has been synonymous with
powered farming. From its turn-of-the-century debut to
today's world-class tractors, John Deere is the leader in
its field. This book provides a highly illustrated review of
all the great John Deeres, including rare
prototypes.Features:, Detailed photography of every
significant John Deere model produced., Includes rare
prototypes, Oversize trim, excellent value
Now is a time of exciting new developments for live
animal power. As the numbers of adherents to this way
of life grow, ecologically minded farmers in their fields
are developing efficient horse-drawn systems, and
equipment manufacturers in small shops all across North
America and Europe are coming forth with new
innovations in ground-drive technology that have us
poised on the cusp of another agricultural revolution—with
working horses, mules, donkeys, and oxen at the heart
of it. --Publisher
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